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SUMMARY A WiMAX technology is a very promising Broadband Wireless Access technology that is able to transmit different service types. This latter can have different constraints such as traffic rate, maximum latency, and tolerated jitter. The IEEE 802.16 Medium Access Control specifies five types of QoS classes: UGS, rtPS, ertPS, nrtPS, and BE. However, the IEEE 802.16 standard does not specify the scheduling algorithm to be used. Operators have the choice among many existing scheduling techniques. Also, they can propose their own scheduling algorithms. In this paper, we propose a scheduling strategy (Adaptive Weighted Round Robin, AWRR) for various Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) services traffic over 802.16j networks. Our scheme adapts dynamically the scheduler operation to according queue load and quality of service constraints. In particular, the proposed mechanism gives more priority to high definition television and standard definition television traffic by using two schedulers. The proposed scheduling algorithm has been simulated using the QualNet network simulator. The experimental results show that our scheduler schemes AWRR have a better performance than the traditional scheduling techniques for rtPS traffic, which allows ensuring QoS requirements for IPTV application. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Received 11 March 2012; Revised 1 May 2012; Accepted 29 May 2012 KEY WORDS:
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1. INTRODUCTION Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.16 [1] is an emerging wireless technology for deploying broadband Wireless Metropolitan Area Network. It is one of the promising wireless technologies for the next-generation network [2]. 806.16 is initially developed for a pointto-multipoint single hop communication. Multi-hop relaying has recently received a greater attention in the IEEE 802.16j [3] Mobile Multihop Relay (MMR) task group. IEEE 802.16j aims to develop relay mode based on IEEE 802.16e to provide user throughput enhancement, coverage extension, and capacity enhancement through introducing the Relay Stations (RS) [4]. Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) is a technology that enables users to transmit and receive TV program data through IP-based wired and wireless networks [5]. The advances in broadband internet access and coding video technologies have made it possible to IPTV to become one of the rapidly developed sections of the internet protocol TV system [6]. With the recent release of IEEE 802.16d/e/j (WiMAX), Broadband Wireless Access is envisioned to further extend IPTV services into a new application scenario with wireless and mobility dimensions. WiMAX Multihop Relay technology is the adequate technology to provide IPTV services for heterogeneous user requests or their devices, because it supports QoS based multicasting functionality [7]. This progress has enabled providers to offer various IPTV services. However, IPTV application is expected to
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provide high definition television (HD-TV), standard definition television (SD-TV), Web television (Web-TV), and mobile television (Mobile-TV). The IEEE 802.16 standard supports many traffic types, that is, data, video, and voice [8]. Also, it has been developed to support stringent QoS requirements of various applications but not specified in terms of how the diverse QoS requirement can be achieved. Many optimization criteria can be considered for scheduling algorithms such as the total maximum data rate, fairness, and operator revenue optimization [9]. The IEEE 802.16 standard does not define any slot allocation criterion or scheduling algorithm for any type of service [3]. A scheduling module is necessary to provide QoS for each Mobile Station (MS). In this paper, we propose a scheduling algorithm for IPTV over IEEE 802.16j networks. Our algorithm is based on Weighted Round Robin (WRR) scheduling architecture. We have focused on IPTV application that belongs to real-time Polling Service (rtPS) class. In order to support QoS constraints and users heterogeneous devices, we divide this class video stream into four subclasses. Each subclass represents a video stream service (HD-TV, SD-TV, Web-TV, and Mobile-TV). The aim of the proposed algorithm is to support QoS constraints (in particular, HD-TV and SD-TV real-time traffic) by using two schedulers, and assigning a dynamic weighted value to each service queue. The remainder of this text is organized as follows. 802.16 MAC basic theories are described in Section 2, whereas Section 3 provides a survey on the related work. Section 4 highlights problem motivation and gives details about the proposed scheduling scheme. In Section 5, we present simulations and results showing the proposed scheme. Finally, conclusions and future works are stated in Section 6.



2. BASIC THEORY The 802.16 MAC is connection-oriented. The Base Station (BS) assigns a unique Connection IDs in order for each Uplink (UL) and Downlink (DL) transmission [10]. At the Convergence Sub-layer (CS), the classifier maps traffic flows to the connections with distinct scheduling services. Hence, it is anticipated that multiple schedulers will be implemented to address heterogeneous demands of subscribers. The IEEE 802.16e-2005 is the standard for IEEE 802.16j mobile relay networks. It is fully compatible with IEEE 802.16e MSs but the IEEE 802.16e BS needs to be modified in order to support relay operations. The systems consist of one Multi-hop Relay Base Station (MR-BS), several Relay Station (RSs), and several MSs. Two different modes of resource allocation and scheduling are specified in the standard [3] for MSs. Those modes are: the centralized scheduling mode and the distributed scheduling mode [11]. In the former mode, the bandwidth/resource allocation for all nodes (including RSs and MSs) is determined at the MR-BS. In the latter mode, a part of the bandwidth/resource allocation for RSs and MSs is determined at RSs, whereas another part is determined at the MR-BS. Two different relay modes are defined in the IEEE 802.16j standard, that is, the transparent mode and the non-transparent mode. Table I shows the differences between these two modes. Thew success of WiMAX lies in its comprehensive supports for a variety of dominant broadband services in a suite of QoS scheduling types [12]. The IEEE 802.16j WiMAX standard offers five categories for the traffic prioritization: Table I. Comparisons between the transparent and non-transparent relay mode [8].



Scheduling Number of hops Performance Coverage extension Cost / Complexity Forward framing info Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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 Unsolicited grant service (UGS): such as T1/E1 transport. It requires reserved traffic rate,



maximum latency, and tolerated jitter.  Extended real-time polling service (ertPS): such as voice of IP (VoIP). It is built on the effi-



ciency of both UGS and rtPS, reduces overhead and access delay of rtPS, and improves uplink resource utilization of the UGS. As a subcategory of rtPS, ertPS has the same QoS parameters as rtPS in the scheduler design.  Real-time polling service (rtPS): such as MPEG audio/video streaming and video conferencing. It supports variable bit rate traffic via minimum reserved and maximum sustained traffic rates and requires tolerable stringent latency constraints.  Non-real-time polling service (nrtPS): delay tolerant streams with variable-sized packets, for which only minimum reserved and maximum sustained traffic rates are required, such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP).  Best effort (BE) service: such as HTTP and email. BE services are handled on a space available basis and do not require tight latency/jitter constraints, with upper limited bandwidth consumption via maximum sustained traffic rate. 3. RELATED WORK Scheduling algorithms are the most important aspect in WiMAX for radio resources efficient use. A scheduling algorithm should take into account the WiMAX QoS classes and service requirements. We can distinguish between two types of scheduling algorithms. The first type includes well-known schedulers, and the second one represents the schedulers specifically proposed for WiMAX networks [13]. In this subsection, we discuss the design of two known scheduling algorithms related to our work (WRR and Strict Priority).  The WRR scheduling is designed to better handle servers with different processing capaci-



ties. It assigns static weight to each queue, and the bandwidth is then allocated according to these static weights [14]. Moreover, higher priority queues get more connections than the lower weight queues [15]. WRR ensures that all service classes have access to network bandwidth to avoid queue starvation problem. Although, the algorithm will not provide good performance in the presence of variable size packets.  Strict Priority (SP) is a simple scheduling algorithm that serves all the highest priority queue until it is empty and then moves to the next highest priority queue. In the lower classes of service, this mechanism could cause bandwidth starvation [16]. Kwak et al. [17] proposed a modified dynamic weighted round robin (MDWRR) cell scheduling algorithm, the aim of this algorithm is to guarantee the delay property of real-time traffic and also efficiently transmits non-real-time traffic. The proposed scheduling idea is a variation of the dynamic weighted round robin (DWRR) algorithm by using a threshold to prevent the cell loss of non-real-time traffic that is due to the cell transmission procedure based on delay priority. Although the MDWRR scheduling algorithm is more complex than the conventional DWRR and WRR techniques, taking into account delay priority minimizes cell delay and decreases the required size of the temporary buffer. Mardini et al. [15] proposed a Modified Weighted Round Robin (MWRR) scheduler in order to decrease the average end-to-end delay and improve the average throughput. The proposed scheduling technique has been compared with well-known scheduling techniques (WRR, SP, and Weighted Fair Queuing). The MWRR tends to be a reliable scheduling algorithm in avoiding the problems in WRR that causes a starvation and unnecessary delay for lower services class. The goal was to reduce the average delay and increase the average throughput, especially to the lower classes by increasing the size of overall packets that WRR should serve. Rashwan et al. [16] focused mainly on studying some scheduling algorithms such as Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ), Round Robin, WRR and SP, through analyzing and evaluating the performance of each scheduler to support the different QoS classes. Authors have compared the behavior of the SP, Round Robin, WRR, and WFQ scheduling algorithms in WiMAX networks. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Simulation results have verified that the SP scheduler had the highest throughput and minimum delay for high QoS classes. However, it caused bandwidth starvation for the BE and the nrtPS classes. The average end-to-end delay in the SP had large value for the rtPS traffic. The RR scheduler had better performance for low QoS classes on the expense of the high QoS classes. Both WFQ and WRR can control the performance of each class by assigning different weight to each queue. Hou et al. [18] proposed a cooperative multicast scheduling scheme for IPTV service over IEEE 802.16 networks. Authors proposed a multicast scheduling algorithm, using downlink cooperative transmission to achieve high throughput not only for all multicast groups but also for each group member. 4. PROPOSED SCHEDULING ALGORITHM In this section, we detail our proposed scheduling scheme, which is a new variant of WRR scheduling technique called Adaptive Weighted Round Robin (AWRR). We propose a centralized scheduling algorithm for IEEE 802.16(j) relay WiMAX network operating in the transparent mode. The WRR scheduler is designed to serve various service classes, that is, real-time, interactive, and file transfer. It is assigned to a queue that is specifically dedicated to that service class. Each queue is serviced in a round robin order depending on the assigned weight. A queue with the highest weight takes the priority to get first a connection [15, 19]. Moreover, we have chosen WRR scheduling technique to avoid low classes starvation problem. In addition, WRR is easy to implement in Qualnet simulator. Our idea is to use two schedulers, that is, input scheduler and output scheduler. The former has two buffers. The first one is High Priority (HP) buffer that consists of UGS, ertPS, and rtPS flows. The rtPS flow is only concerned when HD-TV or SD-TV video stream in IPTV application. The second is Low Priority (LP) buffer, which contains all the other flows, that is, rtPS_web-TV, rtPS_mobile-TV, nrtPS, and BE. The objective of the first scheduler (input scheduler) is to give priority to video streams with superior quality (HD and SD), which has more constraints in terms of bandwidth and latency. The goals of the second scheduler (output scheduler) are to control data flows and manage the service classes, that is, UGS, ertPS, rtPS, nrtPS, and BE. Figure 1 depicted the architecture of proposed scheduler. For both input and output schedulers, we apply AWRR algorithm to adjust service classes weights. We also set a threshold for each class of service that will be used to trigger dynamically weights adjustment if a threshold is exceeded. However, to respect QoS constraints and to give priority to real-time traffic, we assume that HP queues thresholds are lower than LP queues thresholds. 4.1. Input scheduler design The main feature of the adaptive WRR algorithm is to regulate the weights of high and LP queues according to HP traffic load and buffer size. Weights regulation of each queue makes it capable to guarantee the minimum throughput of best-effort traffic under severe congestion. It also gives priority to HP traffic treatment. Figure 2 shows the design architecture of output scheduler.



Figure 1. Proposed scheduler architecture. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Design architecture of input scheduler.



4.1.1. Adjusting the weights of each class queue (input scheduler). To adjust the weight of both classes with considering traffic loads, we have used two thresholds and lengths of queues. Each weight of the class queues is defined as follows: WH D WHi C



NPH  TH NPH



WL D 1  WH ,



(1)



(2)



where WH is the weight of the HP class and WL is the weight of the LP class. TH is the threshold of the HP class queue and NPH (number of packets) is the buffer occupancy of the HP class queue. The buffer threshold (TH ) is used to start weights adjustment when buffer occupancy exceeds the fixed threshold. WHi is the initial weight of the HP queue that allows the AWRR scheduler to calculate WH weight. 4.1.2. Dynamic weights calculation algorithm. We calculate the weight dynamically with algorithm in the succeeding text.



Variables definition: TH : TL : NPH : NPL :



threshold of HP buffer. threshold of LP buffer. buffer occupancy of the HP class queue. buffer occupancy of the LP class queue.



4.2. Output scheduler design The output scheduler allows the management of all flows and use adaptive WRR algorithm to regulate the weights of all classes. Weights calculation must respect the constraints of each service class and avoid starvation problem for low class priority. Figure 3 shows the design architecture of output scheduler. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Design architecture of output scheduler.



4.2.1. Adjusting the weights of each class queue (output scheduler). Weights adjustment is an important function that allows a better queues management. The constraint of each class weight is determined as follows: Wi > 0 m X



(3)



Wi D 1,



(4)



i D1



where m is the number of buffers and Wi is the weight of the i th buffer. However, we suppose that Wi D fi .k/ D ai k C bi ai D



(5)



NPi , Ti



(6)



where NPi is the buffer occupancy in the i th buffer, and Ti is the threshold for this buffer. bi is a predefined constant whose objective is to favorite high classes priority. .4/ H)



m X



fi .k/ D 1 H)



i D1



m X .ai k C bi / D 1.



(7)



i D1



For our solution, we will use five buffers (one buffer per service class). From Equation (7), we can solve the system of equation by calculating the variable k. .7/ H) w1 C w2 C w3 C w4 C w5 D 1



(8)



.8/ H) .a1 k C b1 / C .a2 k C b2 / C .a3 k C b3 / C .a4 k C b4 / C .a5 k C b5 / D 1



(9)



.9/ H) k D



1  .b1 C b2 C b3 C b4 C b5 / . a1 C a2 C a3 C a4 C a5



(10)



After calculating the variable k, we can calculate the weight of each buffer (class of service). Otherwise, the values of bi are arbitrarily prefixed to favorite HP traffic classes. In our case, we have five service classes queues, so we assume that: (b1 D ˛1 for (USG), b2 D ˛2 for (ErtPS), b3 D ˛3 for (rtPS), b4 D ˛4 for (nrtPS), and b5 D ˛5 for (BE)). The choice of bi value depends on the application to implement with the follows conditions:
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0 6 bi < 1



(11)



bi > bi C1
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4.2.2. Algorithm for dynamic weights calculation. We design the algorithm to calculate the weight dynamically. The weights are always positive to guarantee a minimum throughput for LP traffic. We also ensure the privilege of the HP classes by using the constant bi , which is important for UGS and rtPS classes. The algorithm is shown in the succeeding text.



The algorithm of Weights Adjustment has been explained in section 4.2.1. 5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION This section discuss the details of the simulation environment and the results of simulation. We evaluate the performance of the AWRR scheduling algorithm in terms of end-to-end delay and throughput. The simulations are performed using QualNet version 5.0.2 paid version. Table II recapitulates the simulation configurations. Using the IP protocol’s precedence field, applications can direct traffic to a specific service class specified in WiMAX. In our case, the mapping between precedence values and service classes is the flows: (UGS=7, ertPS=4, rtPS=3, nrtPS=2, and BE=0). We evaluate and compare the performance of our proposed scheduling scheme performance (AWRR) with SP and WRR scheduling algorithms. The three different scheduling algorithms performed a comparison in five of QoS classes and with different traffic loads. We also evaluate the three schedulers algorithm behavior by varying the number of IPTV channels. The average throughput for QoS classes is shown in Figure 4. The UGS and ertPS traffic have the largest throughput value with SP scheduler. However, rtPS traffic has the best throughput with AWRR scheduler because we use two schedulers. In fact, input scheduler enhances rtPS (IPTV video stream) performance by prioritizing HD and SD IPTV services. Figure 4 shows that WRR schedulers have the best performance for low classes in terms of throughput. It also shows that



Table II. Parameter simulations. Parameter Antenna model Channel frequency Relay type Scheduling mode Number of IPTV channels Precedence values Radio type Scheduling algorithms evaluated



Value Omni directional 2.4 GHz Transparent mode Centralized 50 0, 2, 3, 4, and 7 802. 16 Radio SP, WRR, AWRR



SP, Strict Priority; WRR, Weighted Round Robin; AWRR, Adaptive Weighted Round Robin. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Average Throughput (Mbps)
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Figure 4. Average throughput versus classes of QoS.
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Figure 5. Average end-to-end delay versus classes of QoS.



AWRR scheduler average throughput has the best performance for all QoS classes because AWRR adjust dynamically queue weights according to class priority and buffer occupancy. Figure 5 represents the average end-to-end delay of the three scheduling algorithms for all QoS classes. It shows that our AWRR scheduler performs the best performance in ertPs, rtPS, and nrtPS classes. For UGS class, SP has the best end-to-end delay because all higher priority queues processes are always completely served before the lower priority queues. Unlike WRR, which uses fixed weights for each service classes, AWRR gives good results because it adjusts dynamically queue weight of each QoS classes and gives priority to real-time traffic by using the input scheduler. Figures 6 and 7 represent average end-to-end delay and average throughput for rtPS traffic, respectively. However, as we have said earlier, rtPS class contains IPTV video stream content. To evaluate rtPS class traffic performance, we change the number of IPTV channels requested by users. The latter can request any IPTV channels with one of the different existed qualities (HD-TV, SD-TV, Web-TV and Mobile-TV) in a random manner. Figures 6 and 7 show that AWRR scheduler has the highest throughput and minimum delay regardless of number of requested IPTV channels. This due to our scheduler (AWRR) mechanism use two schedulers to reduce end-to-end delay for HD-TV and SD-TV IPTV video stream, and we adapt rtPS queue weight automatically when threshold is exceeded. In Figure 8, we compare the number of IPTV channel that could be provided in a limited time for the various IPTV services (60 minutes, in our case). However, to better study the impact of Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. Average end-to-end delay of rtPS class and different number of IPTV channels.



Figure 7. Average throughput of rtPS class and different number of IPTV channels.
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Figure 8. Average number of IPTV channels for different services.



our scheduling mechanism, we send more IPTV video streams (channels) with HD and SD quality. Our simulation shows that the number of HD-TV and SD-TV channel that is provided by our proposed scheduling mechanism (AWRR) is greater than SP and WRR schedulers. This means that the Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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efficiency of AWRR is better in terms of packets treatment time. This is because of our scheduler algorithm design tends to serve more packets from rtPS class, especially HD and SD IPTV services. Because when we classify HD and SD packets in HP buffer in input scheduler, we ensure a fast treatment at the output scheduler level. 6. CONCLUSION In this work, we have presented the design and simulation of AWRR scheduling algorithm for IEEE 802.16j networks. We have also provided performance measurements using the QualNet 5.0.2 simulator. The proposed scheduler scheme allows giving priority to the service classes, which have more constraint without having the problem of starvation and unnecessary delay for lower service classes. The simulation experiments show that our proposed scheduler, AWRR significantly outperforms the SP and WRR algorithms in terms of reducing end-to-end delay and increasing throughput for rtPS traffic. Overall, our proposed scheduler has a good performance for IPTV application, with adjusting dynamically the weight of each queue and giving priority to HD-TV and SD-TV video stream through the use of the input scheduler. In future work, we will plan to adapt the proposed scheduler with distributed scheduling mode by using non-transparent relay stations. We will also propose a connection admission control mechanism to efficiently manage the resources among the existed and new flows. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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